
Juvenile Justice System 
 

I hope this finds everyone well this week I wanted to give hugs a chance to respond via video or I guess give 

a response via video on chapter 5 so chapter 5 has to do with adolescents involved with juvenile justice and 

so what gives me a special perspective on this comes from my experience working at Youth and Family 

Services and the juvenile essay drug court coordinator and also prior to that is the first-time offender 

coordinator and so with those two jobs the adolescents that were referred to me to counsel were referred 

directly from the juvenile justice system and so to begin our conversation at least for here in it there were 

two different routes that an adolescent could land in counseling the juvenile justice essay papers and so the 

first route would be if the juvenile received a city violation and so a C violation would be something like I 

stole some earrings from Claire's boutique or I tried to take something from Walmart or Kmart and I got cut 

so there were a lot of adolescents that were referred on pay Larson charges there can also be fight at 

school so let's say an adolescent received battery charge or they're also substance related violations - so 

how old do you have to be a possess tobacco in Oklahoma.  

So you have to be at least 18 so you could have a minor in possession of tobacco you could also have a 

minor in possession of alcohol or paraphernalia you can also have some other charges but those were 

among the most common and so what I would do would be to this was this was kind of a neat setup for the 

SI unit in that we would they partnership they had a partnership with using Family Services to meet with 

families adolescents so after they receive a city violation and it's a it's one of these and there may be a 

couple of others on to I am not producing an exhaustive list but they would go and they would meet with 

with me to try to find awaited to provide diversionary sentencing so diversionary sensing would be 

something that would provide a family and adolescent and their family support so many times they would 

go to the first-time offender program that was a 12 hour mandated education class and it was mandated 

for both parents and the adolescents this first-time offender they could also go to let's say they had a 

battery charge they could also get referred to an anger management class they can also be just referred to 

counseling let's say that I meet with the family before they go in to court we find out that there's been a 

divorce there's a lot of fighting in the family or that somebody recently passed away and they're you know . 

The Dallas Nation is experiencing a lot of different emotional difficulties and so that gives the chance to 

intervene in a different way rather than just punish the adolescent it gives the opportunity to [Music] divert 

into something that can be more supportive of the adolescent their family they can also let's say they're 

one of these they could also possibly need a substance use assessment or substance use counsel so again 

something that may be more supportive and conducive to creating a new environment or a new pattern of 

behavior for the adolescent rather than just punishment so that's those are City violations so that was 

those one way that they could go the the second way that they could go would be to be involved with the 

Oklahoma juvenile affairs officer oja and so it talks about you know Jubal justice-involved oja basically folks 

that are involved with County violations and so this is a state level intervention this would just be say over 

here a city level violation or intervention and so these things would be possibly more serious so you know 

we for talked about position and possibly possession of drugs maybe burglary possibly repeated fatter 

battery consultant battery assault with a dangerous weapon you can probably put public intox in either one 

of these categories I forgot about that that one could actually public in time can also be over there it also is 

for let's say you have somebody that's a repeat offender so eventually the city is going to be tired of dealing 

with the same adolescents over and over and so let's say well and the city is going to have to deal with 

things like like truancy a curfew those are those are more City charges there may be more significant 

larceny charges so really lja the julno justice system begins to be involved with more more significant 

crimes and so at this point then typically we see more more counseling interventions they could still be 

since hypothetically that you know class in anger management first time offender bastino somebody is on 

their third assault charge is probably not going to get much from the first offender class they're kind of 

graduating on to something more so you know mandated counseling a lot of family counseling over here 

has mandated possibly more mentoring they can actually be placed in in the shelter say they're situations 
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not safe at home with their parents so that's kind of the juvenile justice system the way it works here 

around Enid now may work a little differently but all counties are under the still Provo J and so we've seen a 

lot of cuts to state budgets 


